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this method is only possible in professional windows 10, but you may want to try it even if you
think that you dont have a professional version of windows 10. even if you do use this activator,

you have to be careful when you click the activator's main button; if you click there, you will
activate windows. this is the only way to open the activator window, and it can not be opened

before you click it. you should remove kmspico after you are done using it, because it doesnt do
anything like other kmsautos. you may also want to try this method if you have had troubles with
kmspico: 1 - first, go to the main kmspico window. you will see three buttons on the top. click the

third one. you will be redirected to a new window where your os will be activated. 2 - close the
new window. 3 - you will be prompted to update to kmspico 10.1.8 because one of the files has a
security warning. activator – the important and most important tool available on internet. so you

need not worry any more.you have actually come to the right place for you to download the
activator tool. the activator tool is the only tool available in internet that provides the activation
key and a windows installer for for both windows and microsoft office activator. in this post, you
will get the correct information to download the activator tool. the activator tool is the only tool

available online that allows you to download and quickly activate your windows and ms office for
a lifetime. the activator is available in the internet.the reason you need to activate the windows

and office is that you can use this software only after it is registered.
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download the microsoft
toolkit from the link below:

select a language - english |
french | german | polish |

russian | spanish - english or
french | german or polish |

russian or spanish - english,
french, german, or polish |
russian, spanish or chinese
how to download microsoft
toolkit: click here to go to

microsoft toolkit page
search for available

versions. you will see up to
80 versions. choose the

latest one and download.
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sometimes the toolkit is still
in beta version, just

download it and it will be
released to all users when

they can download it. when
it is released to everyone,

they must enter their license
key in toolkit.. once you

have the ms toolkit, click on
the toolkit folder and install

it. it must be installed to
c:\program files\microsoft
office toolkit. then run the

toolkit.dll file. it will start the
toolkit window which allows
you to download activator. i

guess you have the
activated product key.

please give me a working
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key of your office. for the full
version: visit here: for office
2013: visit here: for office

2016: visit here:.. those files
are not working. i know all

products are listed as either
paid or trial. i have not

purchase anything. i just
want to create a backup of
my activation so i can use it

on my wife s computer
(didn't do it for her because
my daughter was on their

computer) i have
downloaded the activator
and it works with my dell

latitude 630 laptop running
windows 10. i have not
tested it on any other
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windows laptop or any other
computer. sorry for the late
response. i do not know the
license key or product key.

please give me the
deactivated product key of
your office. i will try it first.
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